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Why TouchSocial?

HIGHLIGHTS

Key TouchSocial Features

TouchSocial delivers a personalized online engage-
ment experience for brands and consumers on 
social networks, leading to an increase in CSAT and 
conversion.
Brands who leverage their social media interactions with TouchSocial will see 
a better return on their investment as they proactively resolve customer 
issues and extend their positive reach in social networks.

Invite consumers to a personalized chat or guide experience to resolve their 
questions raised on social media platforms
TouchSocial generates URLs embedded in social posts that lead to digital  
engagement experiences on any device, where the brand can further assist 
the consumer with targeted support and information.

Increase customer satisfaction by o�ering personalized conversations 
instead of template messages
TouchSocial includes the customer’s information when directed to the dedi-
cated chat experience, producing a personal connection that strengthens the 
relationship and gains trust.

Escalate more easily from public social media conversations to a customer 
care department
TouchSocial allows social media agents to escalate a conversation to a 
customer care agent outside of a public social media conversation to resolve 
issues immediately and in context.

Garner valuable insights for the brand
Voice of the Customer and sentiment analysis from TouchSocial’s experienced 
managed services team provides recommendations for continuous improve-
ment based on individual business needs and past customer conversations.

Increased customer 
satisfaction and 
conversion

TouchSocial is an opportunity for the brand to engage 
with consumers on social media platforms, delivering 
personalized assistance using online chat and self-service 
engagement tools.

TouchSocial enables a seamless transition from public 
conversations on social networks to personalized online 
engagement and self-service tools utilizing the       
TouchCommerce award-winning web and mobile 
engagement technologies.

Make Social Engagement Matter. Guaranteed.

This solution enables brands to 
engage with consumers on 
social media platforms by 
inviting them to a personalized 
conversation.

Plus...

Easier escalation from social 
networks to private conver-
sation experiences

Better tracking of social 
media conversations

Contextual transition from social networks to 
personalized online engagements


